QSAR: an in silico approach for predicting the partitioning of pesticides into breast milk.
The aim of this study was to develop an in silico Quantitative Structure Activity Relationship (QSAR) model capable of predicting partitioning of pesticides into breast milk from their respective chemical structures. A large data set of 190 diverse compounds, including drugs and their active metabolites (87%), and pesticides (13%) with experimentally derived milk/plasma (M/P) ratios taken from the literature, was used to train, test and validate a predictive model. Each compound was encoded with 65 calculated chemical structure descriptors. Sensitivity analysis was then used to select a subset of the descriptors that best describe the transfer of pesticides into breast milk and Artificial neural networks modeling was applied to correlate selected descriptors (inputs) with the M/P ratio (output) in order to develop a predictive QSAR. The developed QSAR model included 26 molecular descriptors related to the molecular size, polarity and hydrogen binding capacity. Together with aromatic rings, these descriptors account for molecule's size and hydrophobic interaction capabilities. The average correlation for the final model (incorporating training, testing, and validation) was 0.85. The developed model provides a useful method for predicting the M/P ratios of pesticides from just a sketch of their respective molecular structures. However, these predictions should only be used to assist in the evaluation of risk in conjunction with an assessment of the infant's response to a given drug/pesticide.